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ABSTRACT 

Breast cancer is a prevalent disease that primarily affects women globally, but it can also affect men. Early 

detection is crucial for better treatment outcomes and mammography is a common screening method. 

Recommendations for mammograms vary by age and country. Early breast-cancer screening is vital for timely 

interventions. This paper aims to introduce artificial-intelligence methods through deep-learning approaches 

utilizing pre-trained CNN-based models for the diagnosis of masses depicted in breast images. These masses may 

be either malignant or benign, necessitating distinct management strategies for each scenario. The experiments 

conducted on pre-trained models (AlexNet, InceptionV3 and ResNet18) are designed to underscore the 

significance of selecting the batch size and adaptive learning rate in influencing the results, ultimately facilitating 

a notable enhancement in classification rates. Pre-trained models applied to a merged dataset comprising three 

datasets (Inbreast+MIAS+DDSM) yielded an accuracy of 93.7% for InceptionV3 and 88.9% for AlexNet. 

However, the most favorable outcome was observed with ResNet18, achieving an accuracy of 95% (with precision, 

recall and F1-score of 94.90%, 94.91% and 94.91%, respectively). 

KEYWORDS 

Malignant breast cancer, Lesion classification, Transfer learning, Residual network (ResNet18), Adaptive 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer remains a significant concern in global public health, impacting millions of women 

annually and profoundly affecting their well-being. In 2018, the International Agency for Research on 

Cancer documented a global 18,078,957 cancer cases. Among these cases, breast cancer constituted 

2,088,849 instances, accounting for 11.6% of all cancers and ranking as the second most prevalent type. 

Notably, breast cancer emerged as the most frequently diagnosed cancer among women, making up 

24.2% of the cases [1]. Despite substantial progress in medical research, breast cancer poses ongoing 

complexities in terms of early detection, effective treatment and long-term management. This 

multifaceted disease exhibits considerable variations in clinical presentations, disease progression and 

responses to therapies [2]. Consequently, gaining a deeper understanding of its underlying mechanisms, 

risk factors and innovative diagnostic and treatment approaches is essential for enhancing the clinical 

outcomes of breast-cancer patients. CNNs have played a crucial role in enhancing breast-cancer 

diagnosis [3][4][5]. CNN models, such as ResNet and Inception, have been adapted for the analysis of 

mammographic images, enabling more accurate detection of suspicious masses and micro-

calcifications. There are several methods for diagnosing breast cancer, including mammography [6], 

which is commonly used in women over 40 clinical-breast examination [7] performed by a healthcare 

professional to detect anomalies, breast ultrasound that uses sound waves to visualize breast tissues [8] 

and breast MRI, which is more sensitive than mammography and often used in high-risk women [9]. 

Biopsy, involving the collection of a tissue sample for laboratory analysis, remains the most precise 

method for diagnosing breast cancer and determining its type [10]. Additionally, a sentinel lymph node 

biopsy may be necessary to assess the spread of cancer to lymph nodes. For women with a family history 

of breast cancer, genetic tests, such as BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations, can be performed [11]. Finally, 

in some cases, advanced imaging tests, like CT scans or bone scans, are needed to evaluate the extent 
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of cancer [12]. The choice of method depends on individual factors and should be discussed with a 

healthcare professional. On the other hand, the classification of breast tumors into malignant (cancerous) 

and benign (non-cancerous) categories is a critical task in both medical imaging and oncology. This 

classification presents specific challenges, notably the visual similarity between certain malignant and 

benign tumors in medical images (see Figure 1), which complicates their differentiation. 

Figure 1. a- Benign, b- Malignant. 

Ultimately, our aim is to contribute to the improvement of patient care for those grappling with breast 

cancer by showcasing the latest scientific and clinical breakthroughs, while also underscoring the 

persistent challenges warranting specific focus within the medical and research communities. This 

research focused on constructing a convolutional neural network (CNN) model to differentiate between 

benign and malignant breast-cancer tumors. Notably, the study emphasizes three key contributions. 

Firstly, the careful selection of the batch size is highlighted for its substantial impact on image-

classification tasks within a CNN. Secondly, the adoption of an adaptive learning rate is advocated to 

address issues, such as model stability and overfitting. Lastly, the integration of three reference datasets 

(Inbreast + DDSM + MIAS) is underscored, enhancing the model’s adaptability to diverse dataset 

characteristics and resulting in a more robust and efficient classification model. 

The structure of the present document is as follows: An introduction is presented in Section 1 and 

research works on the early identification of breast cancer are discussed in Section 2. The proposed 

model and dataset are described in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 details the experiments performed on 

the different architectures and the conclusions that were reached. 

2. RELATED WORKS

Artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming the medical landscape through its provision of advanced 

diagnostic solutions. In brain-cancer early detection [26], AI systems meticulously analyse medical 

images to identify initial signs, thereby enhancing the chances of successful treatment. In neurological 

diagnostics, AI adeptly interprets brain images, simplifying the detection of diseases, like Alzheimer’s 

[37]. Additionally, AI algorithms analyse ECG data for cardiac assessment [38], enabling the diagnosis 

of cardiac issues and facilitating preventive interventions. In [39], the authors employ deep-learning 

algorithms to analyse fundus images, distinguishing early signs and allowing differentiation between 

multiple ocular diseases. In [42], a system integrating advanced deep-learning networks (EfficientNet, 

Xception, MobileNetV2, InceptionV3 and Resnet50) through the innovative method of adaptive 

consensus weighting (CAW) was proposed. The method enables dynamic adjustment of multiple deep 

networks, thereby enhancing the system’s detection capabilities. Evaluations on various datasets, 

including DDSM, demonstrated quite interesting performances. On the other hand, the study of [43] 

explored the potential of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) in providing precise 

diagnoses, enhancing outcome predictions and recognizing disparities in the treatment of CLTI 

(Chronic Limb-Threatening Ischemia). The authors underscored the importance of AI/ML approaches 

in patient management and highlighted how existing data could be leveraged for computer-guided 

interventions. These applications underscore the growing significance of AI in medical diagnosis, 

paving the way for swifter and personalized treatments. Subsequently, we will delve into advancements 

related to breast cancer in this context. 

In [13], the most recent machine learning-based models for detecting and classifying breast cancer are 

examined through a comparative study. Additionally, a compilation of widely accessible and well-

received datasets is offered to facilitate future experiments and comparisons. The results of the analysis 
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highlight You Only Look Once (YOLO) and RetinaNet as the most accurate recent models for both 

detection and classification. But, the YOLO model can be tailored to specific requirements; however, 

it does exhibit limitations when it comes to handling closely positioned objects. In particular, it 

struggles to achieve high accuracy with small-sized objects and may occasionally make errors in 

localization. Similarly, RetinaNet has certain shortcomings, like model overloading and complexity, 

which make training so difficult. The study of Ismail & Sovuthy made a comparative analysis of breast-

cancer detection using two deep-learning model networks. The entire process encompasses image 

preprocessing, classification and performance assessment [14]. Specifically, the performance of two 

deep-learning model networks, VGG16 and ResNet50, is assessed for distinguishing between normal 

and abnormal tumors utilizing the IRMA dataset. The findings indicate that VGG16 outperforms 

ResNet50 in terms of accuracy, achieving a 94% accuracy rate compared to ResNet50’s 91.7%. 

Although the study was conducted on a database containing a very limited number of samples (1515 

images), the results obtained are excellent, but cannot be generalized. In article [15], the authors aim 

to conduct a comprehensive examination of machine-learning techniques and their practical 

applications in diagnosing and predicting outcomes for breast cancer in the context of British 

Columbia. They begin by offering an overview of various ML techniques, including artificial neural 

networks (ANNs), support vector machines (SVMs), decision trees (DTs) and k-nearest neighbors (k-

NNs). Subsequently, they apply these techniques specifically to the breast cancer scenario in British 

Columbia, utilizing primary data sourced from the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database (WBCD) as a 

benchmark for comparing results obtained through different algorithms. Lastly, they also introduce a 

healthcare-system model derived from their recent-research endeavors. However, traditional-machine 

learning techniques sometimes need human-feature extraction and have difficulties in processing 

complex, high-dimensional data. In the provided framework, features are extracted from images using 

pre-trained CNN architectures, specifically GoogLeNet, Visual Geometry Group Network (VGGNet) 

and Residual Networks (ResNet). These extracted features are then input into a fully connected layer 

for classifying malignant and benign cells, employing average pooling for classification. To assess the 

effectiveness of this framework, experiments were conducted on well-established benchmark datasets. 

The results demonstrated that the proposed framework achieves an impressive accuracy rate of 97.52% 

[16]. However, we will note that the framework requires a lot of hardware resources, which are 

sometimes lacking. The study of [17] introduces an all convolutional-network method for categorizing 

screening mammograms, surpassing previous approaches. When tested on digitized film mammograms 

(CBIS-DDSM), the best model achieved an AUC of 0.88 and combining four models improved the 

AUC to 0.91. Similarly, on a distinct set of full-field digital mammography images (INbreast database), 

the top model achieved an AUC of 0.95 and averaging results from four models raised the AUC to 

0.98. 

Furthermore, the research demonstrates that a classifier trained using their method on CBIS-DDSM 

mammograms can be successfully adapted to INbreast FFDM images with minimal additional data for 

fine-tuning. These findings highlight the potential of deep-learning methods in enhancing clinical tools 

and reducing errors in mammography screening. Wang et al. proposed a strategy that utilizes 

SqueezeNet with fire modules and a complex bypass to extract informative features from 

mammography images [34]. Subsequently, these extracted features are employed to train a Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) for the classification of mammography images. The model, known as SNSVM, 

which integrates SqueezeNet guidance with SVM, exhibited promising results when tested on the 

MIAS dataset, achieving an accuracy of 94.10%. In [35], the authors devised a novel framework for 

breast-cancer diagnosis, employing entropy-controlled deep learning and flower-pollination 

optimization based on mammogram images. Within this proposed framework, a contrast-enhancement 

method is developed using filter fusion. The pre-trained ResNet50 model undergoes refinement and 

training through transfer learning on both the original and enhanced datasets, employing various data 

augmentation techniques. While the results obtained from individual datasets appear highly promising, 

it’s worth noting that the pretrained model, due to its depth, can be resource-intensive during 

processing. Similar research has been conducted on ResNet101 [36], incorporating feature fusion 

through the proposed highly corrected function-controlled canonical-correlation analysis approach and 

optimal feature selection using the Newton-Raphson algorithm controlled by Satin Bowerbird 

Optimization. The experiments within the devised framework were carried out utilizing the CBIS-

DDSM dataset, yielding a top accuracy of 94.5%. Han et al. introduced a novel deep-learning model 

for the multi-classification of breast cancer. The structured deep learning model has delivered 
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impressive results, achieving an average accuracy rate of 93.2% on a substantial dataset [18]. 

Nevertheless, we believe that the exploitation of this deep-structured model can be improved, as well 

as the results obtained. 

3. PROPOSED MODEL

In this research, we will investigate three distinct approaches for detecting masses within breast images. 

These pre-trained neural network architectures, specifically drawn from CNN [19], include AlexNet, 

ResNet18 and InceptionV3. We selected these three models considering that resource consumption 

varies among pre-trained models based on their complexity and parameter count. Typically, deeper and 

more complex models, like ResNet152 [40] or advanced Inception variants [41], may demand more 

resources in terms of GPU memory and computing power for training and inference. Thus, our choice 

aimed to find a compromise between performance and resource consumption. In this study, transfer 

learning is implemented with deep-learning models to detect suspicious masses in mammograms. The 

deep-learning model is characterized as a pre-trained model, trained using a Convolutional Neural 

Network, with features generated through transfer learning. The proposed model is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Proposed model. 

Utilizing the extracted features, a fully connected layer is employed to construct the final model. The 

breast-mass identification scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. During the transfer learning and retraining 

of the deep-learning model, the extracted features are employed to train the new model. The input 

comprises images and all convolutional and pooling layers are reused in the training of the new model. 

In essence, ResNet18, InceptionV3 or AlexNet serves as a feature extractor, subsequently transmitted 

to an FC layer. 

3.1 AlexNet 

AlexNet is an eight-layer convolutional neural network [20] composed of five convolutional layers and 

three fully-connected layers. The first two convolutional layers are followed by a normalization layer 

and  a  max-pooling  layer,  while  the  third  and  fourth  layers  are  directly  connected. The fifth 

convolutional layer is succeeded by a max-pooling layer. The resulting output undergoes a sequence 

of  two  fully-connected  layers,  where  the  second  fully-connected  layer  contributes to a Softmax 

classifier. AlexNet uses ReLU as the activation function, differing from the conventional sigmoid and 

tanh functions used in previous neural networks. ReLU is a non-saturating activation function that not 

only significantly accelerates the model’s training time, but also more effectively addresses the issues 
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of gradient disappearance and explosion, making it simpler to train a deeper network. The standard 

input size for the AlexNet model is 227×227×3. Table 1 summarizes the AlexNet architecture. 

Table 1. The AlexNet architecture. 

Model 
Alexnet 

Filter 

Size/Stride 
Output 

Size 
Conv1 11×11/4 96×55×55 
Pool1 3×3/2 96×27×27 
Conv2 5×5/1 256×27×27 
Pool2 3×3/2 256×13×13 
Conv3 3×3/1 384×13×13 
Conv4 3×3/1 384×13×13 
Conv5 3×3/1 256×13×13 
Pool5 3×3/2 256×6×6 
Fc5 - 4096 

Fc6 - 4096 

Fc7 - 1000 

3.2 InceptionV3 

InceptionV3 contains 50 layers and is a convolutional neural network (CNN) [21]. The algorithm, 

named "going deeper with convolutions" was developed and trained by Google. The development of the 

Inception module, which consists of a series of 1-by-1 convolutional layers/blocks used for 

dimensionality reduction and feature aggregation, is the key component of GoogleNet/Inception 

architecture. This model had 9 inception modules and a total of 22 layers. Up to 1000 objects can 

be classified using the pre-trained version of InceptionV3 with the ImageNet dataset weights [22]. This 

network’s image input was 299×299 pixels in size. 

The InceptionV3 stands out by incorporating a crucial element known as an inception module. This module 

utilizes receptive kernels of various sizes, maintaining a consistent output size for the convolution 

operation through the use of zero padding. The ultimate feature maps are obtained by concatenating the 

filters. The inception operation plays a significant role in extracting more comprehensive features from the 

input image. Refer to Figure 3 for a visual representation of this module. 

Figure 3. Representation of inception module. 

3.3 ResNet18 

A convolutional neural network with 18 layers in depth is called ResNet18. Deep Residual Learning for 

Image Recognition, as it is known, was developed and trained by Microsoft in 2015 ([23]). To address the 

issue of vanishing gradient that may affect the weightage change in neural networks, ResNet architectures 
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introduced the use of residual layers and skip connections. This made training easier and allowed neural 

networks to get much deeper with greater performance. More than a million images from the ImageNet 

dataset were used to train this model. The network was trained on colored images with a resolution of 

224×224 pixels and can categorize up to 1000 objects. 

Given its comparatively modest architecture, ResNet18 was selected for its balanced trade-off between 

depth and performance. It comprises a 7×7 convolutional layer, 2 pooling layers, 5 residual blocks and an 

FC layer. Each residual block is composed of two 3×3 convolutional layers, followed by a batch-

normalization layer and a ReLU activation function (see Table 2). 

The network achieves high classification accuracy by employing bottleneck residual blocks, batch 

normalization for adjusting input layers and identifying connections to mitigate the risk of vanishing 

gradients. 

Figure 4 illustrates  the  architecture  of  the  ResNet18  network,  detailing  the  configuration of the 

employed residual blocks (Res Block2 represents a ResNet block with a 1×1 convolution). The notation 

"FC" denotes a fully-connected layer with two outputs corresponding to malignant and benign 

classifications. Table 3 gives a summary of the pre-trained models used in this study and their main 

characteristics. 

Table 2. ResNet18 architecture. 

Table 3. Summary of pre-trained models. 

Pre-trained 
Model Depth Parameters 

(Millions) Image Input Specific feature 

AlexNet 8 60 227×227 Deeper 

ResNet18 18 11.7 224×224 Residual block 

InceptionV3 50 23.9 299×299 Inception module and size kernel 
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Figure 4. ResNet18 architecture used in the proposed model. 

4. THE USED DATASET

The dataset comprises mammograms featuring both benign and malignant masses, resulting from the 

amalgamation of several datasets [24]. Specifically, it incorporates 7,632 images from the Inbreast dataset, 

3,816 images from the MIAS dataset and 13,128 images from the DDSM dataset. All of these images have 

been uniformly resized to dimensions of 227×227 pixels. The total number of images is 24576. Table 4 

displays details about images from the datasets that were used. Matlab 2021 was used for the training. It 

was installed on a workstation running Windows 10 Pro, 64-bit, with 24 GB of RAM, an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 

CPU E5-2620 v3 @ 2.40GHz and a NVIDIA Quadro K620 GPU. The majority of the dataset, 80%, is 

used for training, while 20% is utilized for testing. We refrained from employing data augmentation for 

two primary reasons. 

Firstly, we harnessed the power of transfer learning [25]. Our models were originally trained on extensive 

datasets encompassing a diverse range of images, such as ImageNet [22]. Consequently, these pretrained 

models served as our initial framework for the task at hand, which involved classifying breast masses. 

Transfer learning is especially advantageous when dealing with limited data, as was the case with our 

dataset, as it allows the model to leverage the knowledge it acquired during previous training. Secondly, 

we considered existing literature, which suggested that data augmentation does not universally guarantee 

improved performance, particularly when the introduced transformations lack relevance [26]. 

Table 4. The used datasets (Inbreast+MIAS+DDSM). 

Dataset Total number of 
images Benign Malignant 

Inbreast 7632 2520 5112 

MIAS 3816 2376 1440 

DDSM 13128 5970 7158 

Inbreast+MIAS+DDSM 24576 10866 13710 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the performance of our models, we used the following metrics: 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃
(1) 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
    (2) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
       (3) 
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F1 − score =
2 ∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
(4) 

Where: 

 TP (True Positive): It represents the number of correctly predicted positive samples by the model.

This means that the model has correctly identified these samples as positive.

 TN (True Negative): It represents the number of correctly predicted negative samples by the

model. This means that the model has correctly identified these samples as negative.

 FP (False Positive): It represents the number of negative samples incorrectly predicted as positive

by the model. This means that the model has identified these samples as positive when they are

actually negative.

 FN (False Negative): It represents the number of positive samples incorrectly predicted as negative

by the model. This means that the model has identified these samples as negative when they are

actually positive.

The initial parameters of the three architectures are mentioned in Table 5. 

Table 5. The training parameters of the pre-trained models. 

Parameter Value 

Initial learning rate 0.001 

Optimizer SGDM 

Max. epoch 1 

Mini-batch size 20 

Activation function Softmax 

Validation frequency 10 

When: 

 Initial  learning  rate:   It is  the  initial  value  of  the  learning  rate  in  a  machine-learning

algorithm, especially in neural networks.

 SGDM: the stochastic gradient descent with momentum solver [27].

 Mini-batch size: The stochastic gradient descent technique uses a portion of the training data for

each iteration to evaluate the gradient and update the parameters. At each iteration, a distinct

subset, known as a mini-batch, is used to assess the gradient of the loss function and update the

weights.

 Max. epoch: It is the maximum number of epochs for training.

 Activation function: Transfer functions calculate a layer’s output from its net input.

 The validation-frequency value indicates how many iterations there are between evaluations of

validation metrics.

The results obtained are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. The obtained results. 

Models 
The used metrics 

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) 

AlexeNet 83.5 85.5 82 83.72 

InceptionV3 89.8 90.86 88.87 89.86 

ResNet18 88.24 88.13 88 88.07 

As depicted in Table 6, it is evident that the three models have produced satisfactory outcomes, with 

InceptionV3 emerging as the top performer (89.8 % of accuracy). To achieve a more comprehensive and 

accurate evaluation of the models’ performance, we have incorporated supplementary metrics, including 
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precision, recall and F1-score, alongside accuracy. This approach proves to be particularly valuable in the 

context of imbalanced class distribution within this scenario. 

5.1 Experiment 1: Impact of Batch Size on Outcomes 

In this experiment, we will explore how altering the batch size influences the results of 

classification. These results are presented in Table 7. 

Table 7. The obtained results showing the impact of batch size. 

Batch size Models 

The used metrics 

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) 

8 

AlexeNet 80.2 83.5 87.2 80.75 

InceptionV3 83.3 83.73 82.35 83.03 

ResNet18 83.1 23.95 83.4 83.17 

16 

AlexeNet 82.4 82.66 82.73 82.19 

InceptionV3 85.1 85.72 84.20 84.96 

ResNet18 84.8 84.78 84.35 84.56 

32 

AlexeNet 85.1 84.87 84.84 84.86 

InceptionV3 90.89 90.76 91.21 91.02 

ResNet18 91.8 91.64 91.74 91.74 

64 

AlexeNet 86 85.94 86.42 86.18 

InceptionV3 88.5 88.64 89.14 88.89 

ResNet18 91.6 91.47 92 91.73 

Upon reviewing the curves in Figure 5, we can observe that, apart from the notably quicker convergence 

seen with a smaller batch size, a larger batch size tends to diminish noise in weight updates (Figure 5(d)). 

This reduction in noise can enhance training stability and reduce vulnerability to random fluctuations, 

which proves advantageous, particularly when dealing with noisy datasets or unstable gradients. However, 

it is important to note that increased stability may not always result in overall improved performance. 

Conversely, a smaller batch size introduces noise into weight updates, effectively aiding in the prevention 

of overfitting (Figure 5(a)) [28].  

(a) 

      (b) 
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      (c) 

        (d) 

Figure 5. (a) Best result for breast-mass classification (InceptionV3) with BS=8. (b) Best result 

(InceptionV3) with BS=16, (c) Best result (ResNet18) with BS=32, (d) Best result (ResNet18) 

with BS=64. 

Overfitting, a situation where the model overly adapts to the training data and struggles to generalize to 

validation or test data, is mitigated by the use of a smaller batch size, albeit at the cost of requiring more 

training iterations. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the selection of an appropriate batch size is 

intricately connected with other model hyper-parameters, such as the learning rate. 

This often necessitates an iterative exploration of these hyper-parameters to identify the optimal 

combination for a specific classification task [29]. The ResNet18 model with a batch size of 32 

demonstrated the highest performance in building a transfer-learning model for classifying mammogram-

detected breast lesions. Nevertheless, there is not a universally ideal batch size; typically, it necessitates 

experimentation to determine the best configuration for a specific problem. 

5.2 Experiment 2: Impact of Adaptive Learning Rate 

In this experimental setup, we maintained the parameters as detailed earlier in Table 5 in particular the 

same optimizer: SGDM, with the exception of adjusting the batch size to 32 (yielding the best result) and 

modifying the number of iterations. This modification was made to specifically investigate the influence 

of the adaptive learning rate. We will utilize a variable learning rate that adapts throughout the training 

process within a pre-trained model, employing an adaptive learning rate adjustment method. This can 

enhance the convergence of the learning process. 

Table 8. The additional training parameters of the pre-trained models. 

Parameter Value 

Max. epoch 4 

Learning-rate schedule Piecewise 

Learning-rate drop period 1 

Learning-rate drop factor 0.1 
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In Table 8, the ’LearnRateSchedule’ is configured as ’piecewise,’ indicating the use of an adaptive learning 

rate. The ’LearnRateDropPeriod’ determines the frequency of learning-rate adjustments, for instance, 

every 1 epoch and the ’LearnRateDropFactor’ specifies the magnitude of reduction at each adjustment, set 

at 0.1. The classification results of the three pre-trained models are mentioned in Table 9. 

Table 9. Adaptive learning-rate results. 

Models 

The used metrics 

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) 

AlexeNet 88.9 88.60 88.73 88.86 

InceptionV3 93.7 93.55 93.5 93.57 

ResNet18 95 94.90 94.91 94.91 

When we compare Tables 7 and 9, it becomes evident that the implementation of adaptive learning rates 

has notably enhanced the results for all three models. Nevertheless, ResNet18 continues to stand out as the 

network that achieved the highest classification rate, reaching 95%. (see Figure 6). 

Figure 6. Best result for breast mass classification (ResNet18) with an adaptive learning rate. 

Comparing Figure 5(d) and Figure 6 reveals that an adaptive learning rate offers enhanced stability, 

whereas a fixed learning rate can lead to issues like divergence or learning stagnation. 

The adjustment of the learning rate based on model performance helps prevent these problems and ensures 

a stable learning process. Adaptive learning rates increase when the model is distant from convergence, 

facilitating exploration of the search space. They subsequently decrease the learning rate as convergence 

nears, allowing for more precise exploration around the optimal solution. Another noteworthy advantage 

is that adjusting the learning rate can prevent the model from overfitting the training data, thereby 

improving its capacity to generalize to new data. Additionally, this approach reduces the need for manual 

fine-tuning of the learning rate, which can be both labor-intensive and intricate. 

Acknowledging the phenomenon where gradients diminish as convolutional neural networks deepen, 

ResNet addresses this challenge through shortcut connections, allowing the network to achieve greater 

depths. Moreover, ResNet networks provide the advantage of deep scaling, enabling the adjustment of 

architecture to the specific classification task at hand. This adaptability results in outstanding classification 

performance across various levels of image detail, including finer details, underscoring effectiveness in 

the analysis of medical images. 

Table 10 provides a comparison of recent studies focusing on mammogram analysis. Our model stands 

out with a superior classification rate. In [30], the utilization of machine-learning algorithms raises 

concerns about potential divergence when dealing with a substantial volume of images. The authors of 

[32] employ a restricted sub-set of the Inbreast dataset (200 images), potentially resulting in a model 

tailored to the training data, but lacking robust generalization to new data. While surpassing the 
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achievements of [34] and [36], it is important to note that ResNet101 may pose challenges due to its 

resource-intensive nature. Moreover, the majority of contributions in the literature, as stated in the state of 

the art, use a single dataset. Our goal in summing the three datasets was to make the task more difficult. 

As shown in Table 10, the suggested model performs well, especially when the comparison is consistent 

[33], as a result of the authors’ combination of the three datasets (MIAS+Inbreast and DDSM). 

Table 10. Comparison between our model and related works. 

Reference Year Used Dataset Classification model Accuracy 

Zhang et al. [30] 2020 DDSM SVM, Naïve Bayes, KNN 90.91% 

Ting et al. [31] 2019 MIAS CNNI+BCC 90.5% 

Chougrad et al. [32] 2018 Inbreast (200 images) VGG16 95% 

Khartiga et al [33] 2022 Inbreast+DDSM+MIAS CNN 92.27% 

Wang et al [34] 2023 MIAS SNSVM 94.1% 

Fatima et al [36] 2023 CBIS+DDSM ResNet101 94.5% 

Proposed model 2023 Inbreast+DDSM+MIAS ResNet18 95% 

6. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this research was to construct a convolutional neural network (CNN) model to distinguish 

between benign and malignant breast-cancer tumors. The used pre-trained models are AlexNet, 

InvceptionV3 and ResNet18. After training on 80% of the dataset and testing on 20%, ResNet18 produced 

best classification result with an accuracy of 95%. The effectiveness of this model can be attributed to the 

incorporation of residual connections in ResNet18, which effectively addresses the issue of vanishing 

gradients during the training of deep networks. Furthermore, ResNet18 strikes a well-balanced equilibrium 

between classification performance and model complexity. It maintains a leaner profile compared to 

deeper architectures like ResNet50 while still delivering commendable performance. We also note that 

InceptionV3 achieved very good results (93.7%). This can be attributed to InceptionV3’s architecture, 

which incorporates techniques, such as regularization and normalization, to reduce overfitting. 

Consequently, it minimizes the risk of over-adapting to the training data and improves generalization to 

new data. In addition, InceptionV3 employs factorized convolution, which reduces the number of 

parameters while maintaining high performance. This enhances its efficiency in terms of memory usage 

and computational resources. In summary, InceptionV3 is highly regarded for its ability to combine 

outstanding performance with a relatively lightweight architecture, making it a versatile choice for a 

variety of image-processing applications. We have also shown that adaptive learning rates enhance the 

efficiency, stability and performance of deep-learning models, making them a valuable asset in the training 

of neural networks, particularly CNN-based models. 

In addition to investigating the impact of batch size and adaptive learning rate on the outcomes, this study 

provides insights into several key aspects. Firstly, it challenges the common notion that preprocessing and 

data augmentation are indispensable for achieving satisfactory results, suggesting that, under certain 

circumstances, these steps may not be imperative. Secondly, the integration of three reference datasets not 

only introduces a novel challenge, elevating the complexity of the classifier, but also opens avenues for 

exploring innovative approaches to enhance results. This approach aims to pave the way for more effective 

models that can truly serve as robust decision-support tools in real-world scenarios. Diagnostic-aid 

applications, especially those focused on identifying benign masses, prove to be invaluable tools in the 

medical domain. Their effectiveness is evident in their swiftness, precision and capacity to handle 

extensive datasets, such as mammograms. This enhances medical decision-making, facilitates early 

disease diagnosis and supports more targeted and efficient interventions. Additionally, these applications 

assist healthcare professionals in optimizing their time, especially during peak pandemic periods and help 

mitigate the risk of human errors. Nevertheless, it is essential to emphasize that the use of such applications 

should complement human expertise and not replace the clinical judgment of healthcare professionals. 
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 ملخص البحث:

الدل ررررر دلاررررراعد  ررررر  دي  ر رررررث د ررررر دي  ث ررررر لد سرررررالثّدي مررررررع دلاررررراعدليسرررررهديمرض رررررثلدّث ء رررررث

اد ررررر د رررررادّررررر دي  رررررث  د رررررث ءاعد ثسرررررءث ررررريدي ء كر  ك رررررريديرررررعد  ررررر  دي ار رررررث دلررررر  ن دل ارررررعردي ك س

ررررررا دي ء ررررررض علا د رررررر درجثّرررررر دي ارررررر   د رررررراثّ د رررررر دلارررررر د رررررر  دي  ر دي ضر رررررر  ادي  ر رّ اد رررررر  ّلءررررررث

رررررررريدّرررررررر د رررررررراثّ  دي ء ررررررررض علا د لك س رررررررر لدي  ر ي ضر رررررررر  ف دلت ضلرررررررريدي ضر  رررررررر ثاد  رررررررر ّدي  ر

دي  ث  د  الثّدي مرع د   دي اءالدلءثدت ضليدلا د لعٍدلآخا 

رررررر كثادي  ا رررررر   دتهررررررعاد رررررر  دي  ليرررررر دت رررررر ديسررررررض عييدرءررررررثت دت رررررر يدّلرررررر دي ررررررضرال  دي اء رررررر دلي  ر

رررررر لدي ك ض رررررر دي ءلض    رررررر د دّلرررررر د   يم ضفث  رررررر د  رررررراعدت رررررر  فدي  ررررررث  د  ررررررالثّدي مرررررررع د  ررررررث ا

ررررررثدخ  مرررررر ادتلد ء ررررررع الدلاءررررررثد ض لررررررر د دتلررررررندي ك ضرررررر ديررررررعدتكرررررر ّدتلار رّ  لمرررررررع  دلي جررررررع اد ث رررررر رلادت

دس  ثل    ٍ د ك ر ديسضايت ج ثاِدتعخ 

ّ  لاررررر دللاارررررعر دلت ررررر ر دي  رءرررررثت دي ء ضا ررررر د ررررر د ررررر  دي عرليسررررر دت ء ررررر ديخض رررررثلدلررررر ررررر دي  دلاررررر د جس  رٍ

ي ررررررضرال  دي ضرك  فرررررر د رررررر دي ضررررررر د ادّلرررررر دي  رضررررررثتخدلتّ رررررر  دِ يررررررر دي ضر رررررر  ي دليررررررعد ررررررا ديسررررررض عييد

عسلاجررررر دلاررررر ددررررر تدلاجء ّرررررثاد  ثررررررثالدلارررررهد  رررررث دي عريرررررر دّ رررررعديسرررررض عييدلاجء ّررررر د  ثررررررثاٍدلا د

ارررر  دلل دلا هررررثلدت ررررر د ثررررر دي عريرررررر دّ ررررعديسرررررض عييدلاجء ّرررر دي   ثررررررثادي ءجء  ثررررررلدت قرررر دِ يرررررر دلرررر رٍ

ررررررررعدRESNET18%(د ءجء ّرررررررر دي   ثرررررررررثاد 95ترررررررر دي ّ رررررررر  دّل هررررررررثد  (لديلألاررررررررادي ررررررررر  د  لر

لا دي  رظثيدي ء ضاحد ض   فدي  ث  د  الثّدي مرع  د  لا   
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